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A B S T R A C T

This analysis takes as its focus the Erasmus experience and seeks to obtain information about how it
contributes to human development in accordance with the capabilities approach of Amartya Sen and
Marta Nussbaum. By way of a qualitative research proposal, and with the support of NVIVO 10 software,
evidence is found of the “capacitating potential” of the aforementioned European Union mobility
programme. This evidence is detailed through qualitative data–in this case regarding “adaptive
capabilities”, representing one of six areas of study pursued in this investigation.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This article presents a section of the results that have been
obtained from an investigation into the Erasmus study scheme in
Spain.2 This initiative is based on a document review from the
origins of the programme up to the present day, considering
documentation from the area of influence and the agencies
involved, and looking at the future prospects of this proposal for
mobility; making it possible to approach the object of study in
question.

Following on from the above, a theoretical foundation has been
developed, which has culminated in a specific conceptual map of
human development based on capabilities. This map includes its
own proposal of six major areas of capabilities, integrating the
theories of authors such as Sen (1980, 1995, 1997, 1999a, 1999b,
2003, 2006, 2011), Nussbaum (1997, 1998, 2000, 2011, 2015) and

both (1993). However, our map attempts to establish itself as a
more mixed, multidisciplinary and multidimensional vision. To
this end, we have reviewed a variety of initiatives which represent,
simultaneously, different paths towards the application of said
theory to specific research experiences in the area of education
(Boni et al., 2010; Boni and Walker, 2013; Cejudo, 2006; DeCesare,
2014; Deneulin and Townsend, 2006; Flores, 2002; Mutanga, 2014;
Sastre et al., 2012; Vaughan and Walker, 2012).

Proceeding from the aforementioned map, a specific category
system has been developed and is now in the research phase. This
system responds to the need for a tool which enables an
assessment of the expansion of capabilities as a consequence of
the Erasmus experience, and it establishes a qualitative research
design for obtaining the relevant information. Based on this
assessment, development itself can be measured (Sen, 1999b).
Faced with the question “Is the Erasmus programme favourable to
human development?” an affirmative answer will be subject to the
expansion of freedoms by way of the capabilities and functionings3

that those involved associate with said experience.
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1.1. The Erasmus Programme. Contextualization for reading in terms of
capabilities

The Erasmus programme has become the most significant
programme for European cooperation in Higher Education (and
the promotion of mobility). It promises to play an ever-greater role
in the future, thus continuing its trend of growth and liberalization.
Due to this upward trend, some had anticipated its record-
breaking figure of 3 million students during the period 2012–2013.
Spain stands out for its leading role both as a contributor and a
receiver of students (Valle and Garrido, 2014). This fact has been
confirmed recently by the European Commission (2014) in a report
about the global impact of the programme.

Moreover, the economic crisis is reinforcing European interest
in education. Education, particularly higher education, is seen as
being one of the most important areas of cooperation in seeking a
way out of the economic crisis (European Commission, 2010;
European Council, 2013; EURYDICE, 2012).4 This trend reinforces
the role of the Erasmus programme and boosts its aforementioned
growth.

In addition, based on the conclusions of the Lisbon European
Council (2010), in which the horizon set for 2010 was centred on
converting the European brand into the most competitive and
dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, there begins a
predisposition to focus attention on the economic interests
attributed to the effects of the programme, pushing social
objectives into the background (Valle, 2004). The evolution of
these economic interests by Erasmus promotors has determined
the latest regulations and this, in turn, has determined the focus of
attention as regards the evaluation of the programme’s benefits.

Through certain studies it can also be concluded that the
Erasmus programme has a positive impact on the capabilities and
skills of participants. In particular, we can speak of capabilities and
benefits related to an increase in employability (European
Commission, 2014) as well as benefits related to the acquisition
of skills and to personal growth (Aguaded and Pozo, 2009;
Alfranseder et al., 2012; Fernández, 2010; Fernández et al., 2009;
Pineda et al., 2007; Pozo, 2011).

Finally, we find other elements which centre on the debate
about a public initiative such as this one. For example, some studies
show evidence of inequality as regards the participants’ capacity
for choice in scholarships–a fact that correlates with the
asymmetry detected with regards to groups of participants and
the destinations chosen for mobility (Valle and Garrido, 2009).

In conclusion, it follows that we find ourselves before an
educational initiative that is not being analysed in terms of
capabilities. However, from the analyses and from current
discussions about the initiative, it is possible to locate signs of
constraint and potential from a perspective of human develop-
ment. This fact has led to a focus of attention on Erasmus with the
aim of obtaining evidence about the benefits of the programme
from another point of view: its contribution to the expansion of
capabilities.

1.2. Human development and a focus on the increase of capabilities

In the current context it is possible to locate consolidated
criticisms of the belief that the growth of GDP (Gross Domestic

Product)5 of nations alone represents their development. Factors
such as human development set themselves up as alternatives to
this reductionist vision–in this case placing the main focus of
attention on the results of global policies regarding the lives of
people (all people). From the perspective of Sen and Nussbaum as
regards the focus of capabilities, the issue of the representativeness
of GDP in development would have to be asked the following
question: But are the freedoms of citizens (all citizens) really
increasing in terms of real possibilities (capabilities) for their own
life projects?

Faced with the above question, and taking the aforementioned
approach, a capabilities model based on this vision of development
should concern itself both with the expansion of the freedoms of
citizens as a means of achieving the life they desire, and with
increasing freedoms generally because of the value they provide
the citizenship, regardless of their instrumental character. In
response to this demand, Sen (1999a) proposes that we focus our
attention–in terms of evaluating development (attributed in this
case to the Erasmus experience)–on the expansion of capabilities
(essentially), but also (although in a secondary form) on
functionings. Sen defines and qualifies these concepts as follows:

“Functionings represent parts of the state of a person–in
particular the various things that he or she manages to do, or
be, in life. The capability of a person reflects the alternative
combinations of functionings the person can achieve, and from
which he or she can choose one collection” (Sen and Nussbaum,
1993, p. 55).

The reason for focussing attention on the expansion of
capabilities is connected to the leading role of freedom within
this approach (Clark and Fennell, 2014; Nebel et al., 2014). It is
about increasing the opportunities for people to progress down the
paths that they decide to take, without predefining functionings as
indicators of development itself (Ibrahim and Tiwari, 2014). This
idea leads to the consideration that functionings must be
unpredictable since they depend on the decisions of the people
who develop them. But even so, the value that functionings can
have as indicators should not be overlooked, even if they play a
secondary role as evidence of said choices. In fact, capabilities will
manifest themselves as an increase in real opportunities in
different fields, thus representing the widening of options that a
person has at his or her disposal when faced with decisions
involving the different functionings (Hans-Uwe and Schäfer, 2014;
Walker, 2012).

From this point onwards, as anticipated, a theoretical model of
human development was created for the investigation. This model
has six major areas which, in turn, integrate a variety of specific
capabilities (Fig. 1). Said model is presented as an open and
unfinished proposal that is nevertheless useful in the task of fixing
specific indicators of observation. For the creation of this model we
returned to the most fundamental concepts of Sen (1999b),
translating said contributions, together with other key and
contemporary concepts in education, like the concept of collective
intelligence (Marina, 2008, 2010) or the contributions of mirror
neurons (Iacoboni, 2009). In essence, a comprehensive proposal of
areas of capabilities was developed (something not found in the
contributions of Sen). This took inspiration from lists such as
Nussbaum’s Central Capabilities, but without claiming the shared
(universal) minimums proposed by that author, instead putting
together a strategy for locating areas to be observed, based on the
central idea shared by both authors: to focus attention on the

4 These references are included as specific examples of reports in the context of
the European Union which affect the question posed. It is important to note also that
there are many more contemporary documents in which this trend is evident, both
from the European Commission and other EU bodies.

5 The index currently in use and considered the most significant for assessing the
economic growth and status of nations.
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expansion of people’s capabilities in order to observe authentic
development.

In Fig. 1 you can see the areas of general capabilities which
represent the initial classification–areas that are later developed in
accordance with the framework in which the model lies.

With respect to the contribution that is made here to the
discussion within the framework of the capabilities approach,
three fundamental features can be highlighted. Firstly, there is an
intention to organize a specific proposal by recovering the main
theoretical contributions of Sen, while providing a complimentary
vision which permits the integration of many other theoretical
initiatives. Secondly, concepts are incorporated which, a priori, are
not typical in discussions of this approach, with the aim of
providing a multidimensional view to the proposal from a
pedagogical perspective. Thirdly, this proposal of areas aims to
overcome fundamental criticisms of the approach, such as its lack
of flexibility (attributed occasionally to the contributions which set
specific capabilities); its lack of precision as regards indicators
(attributed to Sen, for example); and the excessive individualism of
the approach itself (which neglects the dimension of the person as
a social being).6

On another level of precision, and following on from the
previous proposal, a categorical system is developed for gathering
information. This system is based on both a deductive approach
(centring attention principally on the pre-established capabilities
as defined by theoretical approaches and the model itself) and an
inductive approach, given that new capabilities emerge (including
some functionings) from the analysis of the information itself,
contributing to the map of developments attributed to the Erasmus
programme.

Displayed in this article are results relating to one of six areas of
capabilities which have been constructed by means of the initial
theoretical process described in previous paragraphs. The area
examined is that of “capabilities of adaptation” (Fig. 2).

2. Design and methodology of the investigation

As indicated, the intention has been to obtain evidence about
the benefits and effects of the Erasmus programme via the
perceptions of those who have participated in the programme as
students or been involved in it in some way. In order to design an
investigation that would adapt as much to these intentions as to
the units of analysis that were intended to be addressed and to the
content analysis technique, a wide variety of investigations and
authors have served as useful guides: Alonso et al. (2009); Álvarez-
Gayou (2003); Barbour (2013); Denzin and Lincoln (2012); Huber

et al. (2001); Piñuel (2002), Piñuel and Gaitan (2003, 2004); Serbia
(2007); Sommer and Sommer (1997); Strauss and Corbin (1990);
Valdemoro et al. (2011); Weber (1990).

Specifically, a mixed approach has been undertaken, integrating
both a vertical and transversal design (Piñuel, 2002). References to
the benefits of the Erasmus experience have been collected, while
various agents, forming independent groups representing different
points of view on the phenomenon, have been analysed within the
same historical moment (Piñuel, 2002). In this case, the different
agents are made up of former scholarship students, programme
coordinators, promoting organizations and companies interested
in Erasmus. Here, the samples of the textual corpus are texts
referring to the programme taken from three official EU websites7;
five websites of Spanish universities participating in Erasmus8; 21
articles selected from the Recruiting Erasmus9 magazine (2012–
2013); and the speeches of 10 programme coordinators and 20
former Erasmus scholarship students (using open questionnair-
es).10 In this way, the postures adopted are represented by the
different agents concerned, with their appreciation of the benefits
attributed to the Erasmus experience. The time period coincides
with the timeframe selected for collecting the sample (information
published or emitted during the 2012–2013 and 2013–2014
courses, but which, since it involves an examination of the results
observed during the experience, represents a view of the
phenomenon in its last two versions: Erasmus in Socrates II and
Erasmus in the Lifelong Learning Programme).11

It is also worth noting that an asymmetric design has been
established. It is not possible to place information generated by
investigators via open questionnaires on the same plane as
information collected from texts which have been prepared

MODEL OF AREAS OF 
CAPABILITIES 

Capabilit ies of context 
(enablers based on  publi c 

authoriti es)
Capabiliti es
of feeli ng

Capabilities 
of knowing

Capabilit ies
of adaptation Capabiliti es

of citize ns

Capabilit ies
of s ocial skill s

Fig. 1. Theoretical proposal of areas of capabilities.
Source: prepared by the authors.

CAPABILITIES OF 
ADAPTATION

(Individual development)

Development of  li fe 
projectsDevelopment 

of individual 
intelli gence

Basic
nee ds

Autonomy Profess ional 
development

(competencies)

Mobility

Fig. 2. Area of “capabilities of adaptation”.
Source: prepared by the authors.

6 Contributions and/or criticisms fundamental to the present question can be
found in authors such as Dubois (2008), Deneulin and Townsend (2006), Barone
and Mella (2003).

7 8 websites of official EU institutions were reviewed. Texts from 3 of these were
finally selected to be representative of the total information reviewed.

8 The websites of the 20 Spanish universities with the highest level of
participation in the Erasmus programme (according to SEPIE: Spanish Service
for the Internationalization of Education) were reviewed. Of these 20 websites, 5
which displayed information (regarding Erasmus scholarships) that was both
relevant and representative of the total reviewed were selected.

9 Recruiting Erasmus is a business initiative (promoted by the company
Peoplematters), which unites different companies in the mission of recruiting
students or former students with experiences of mobility through Erasmus or
similar schemes. The proposal is supported by a magazine (with the same name) in
which articles are printed relating the Erasmus experience to certain capabilities
relevant to the workplace.
10 The open-ended format of questionnaire (carried out online) was chosen due to
the relocation of participants. However, given the nature of the research,
clarifications were made via email to those participants who requested it (during
research implementation). The questionnaire in this instance serves to prompt
discourse from participants (spontaneous benefits as well as benefits that are based
on areas of the described model of capabilities). Therefore, although we talk about a
questionnaire, we have followed interview criteria that fit within the framework of
a qualitative investigation (Barbour, 2013).
11 Period of regulation of the Erasmus programme between 2000 and 2013.
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previously in their contextual areas. Fig. 3 displays this distribution
graphically.

To undertake some comparisons about the benefits targeted
spontaneously12 among different agents, an initial question was
incorporated into the questionnaire, asking participants to state
which benefits resulting from their Erasmus experience they
considered the most significant. In this case we can establish
comparisons between the meanings of texts and the discourse of
the first question of the questionnaire.

Finally, a triangular design was established, referring partly to
the collection and comparison of different perspectives on the
same situation (Piñuel, 2002). Here, said triangulation responds to
the interest in approaching an in-depth understanding of the
phenomenon in question (obtaining different views from different
types of information and agents regarding a single phenomenon)
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2012). This triangular design also reflects the
need to combine different techniques for validating the data by
way of contrast, gathering information from a documentary review
of texts published in a variety of formats and contexts, and via the
implementation of open-ended questionnaires targeted at diverse
groups (Piñuel, 2002).

As regards reliability and validity–aside from the aforemen-
tioned triangulation–a low level of categorization inference has
been respected. In addition, as discussed below, we have used the
NVIVO 10 programme, which allows the textual references to be
kept at all times. Furthermore, fixed text selection criteria have
been established in each category; a prior theoretical study has
been carried out; and an in-depth, in-context analysis of the
phenomenon under study has been implemented in order to
prepare the sample and construct the initial categorical system.
Finally, the verifiability of the information is assured (the sample is

comprised of information published in magazines and on
webpages, as well as of information from online questionnaires
completed by programme participants. Textual references are
always locatable) (Demerath, 2006).

With respect to the collection of the sample, criteria based on
qualitative research models have been taken into account (Álvarez-
Gayou, 2003; Serbia, 2007). This means that the sample has been
established in accordance with the conclusions of our prior
analysis of the programme’s development; with agents, informa-
tion sources and the methodology of sample collection being
selected after an in-depth analysis of the subject matter and its
contextual situation. Secondly, criteria have also been set in
accordance with the capabilities approach theory. For example, in
the case of questionnaires involving former scholarship students,
selection criteria were designed to ensure a representational
balance of candidates with regards the following: duration (for a
variety of academic courses and over the two chosen periods); sex
(with equilibrium between candidates); socio-economic origin
(with medium-low and medium-high sources represented); field
of studies (from five branches: Engineering and Architecture,
Health Science, Arts and Humanities, Social and Legal Sciences, and
Science); destination country (with equilibrium between highly
represented countries–Italy, the United Kingdom, Germany,
France–and underrepresented countries like Belgium, the Czech
Republic, Portugal, Poland, Sweden and Iceland); university of
origin (with representatives from 11 different Spanish universi-
ties); area of origin (rural/urban) and current employment status
(employed in a field related to initial education/employed in a field
unrelated to initial education/unemployed).

Finally, with regards to the computer tool utilized, the NVIVO 10
programme is a piece of qualitative analysis software (Kolenic,
2013). It relies on the logic of “grounded theory”,13 but it also
permits a great variety of research designs (fully inductive,

12 The word ‘spontaneous’ here refers to its definition as voluntary or via an inner
impulse. In other words, this adjective is used to refer to information which was not
prompted by the investigators of this project in the current investigation and/or
which has been expressed by the agents themselves without previous guidance
regarding the type of information requested.

13 The grounded theory stems from the idea that the theory itself is in the research
data, where information relating to the phenomenon under study can be found
(Álvarez-Gayou, 2003).
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deductive or mixed approaches). Specifically, the most important
thing about this research aid is that it constitutes a very useful tool
for categorizing documents or digitalized data sources. In the
present investigation, once the texts were compiled they were
converted into formats which were compatible with NVIVO (for
example, “doc” documents) and the information was then
classified based on the categorical system generated by the team
(who had previously been introduced to the software). In short, all
the work of categorization and analysis of the information based
on relations, comparisons, etc., has been carried out using this
software.

3. Results and discussion

In order to display the results, new categories drawn from the
analysis of collected information (sample) will be presented.

In Fig. 4, new capabilities arising from the information itself and
framed in each of our initial capabilities from the “adaptive
capabilities” area are collected. As can be seen, the new categories
are those which appear in a lighter colour, representing a higher
level of specification as regards the initial map.

These new capabilities appear in the text with different levels of
representation. Stemming from this diversity, results are displayed
which are related to the comparison between agents in their
contribution to said categories (Fig. 5). Here, given that we are
speaking of comparisons, only information codified as spontane-
ous (as described in the section corresponding to the design of the
investigation) has been used; this represents about 50% of the total
volume of the sample. Following on from these spontaneous
contributions it is possible to focus attention on the benefits which
are usually referred to when agents talk about the programme,
without delimiting the thematic area or previously influencing the
typology of benefits.

In Fig. 5, for example, it is possible to observe a significant
overlap of agents in the majority of the categories which indicates
that all three groups have referred to the majority of capabilities
expounded, thus coinciding in the same topics. Moreover, it should
be noted that all categories remain present despite not being asked

about directly, which means that when the sample drawn from the
questionnaires is incorporated, extra categories belonging to said
area do not appear (despite the fact that specific questions are
asked about this area).

Finding so many similarities between different agents, and
between both spontaneous and motivated information, gives rise
to a series of reflections. Firstly, it is possible to identify a certain
consensus that Erasmus contributes to the enhancement of
aforementioned capabilities, even before such aspects are
enquired into. Moreover, it seems that agents refer to those
elements which are typically spoken about in the Erasmus
context–in other words, they are responding to the idea of “what
is supposed to be the contribution of the Erasmus programme”
based on its area of intervention and principal objectives. Although
we do not supply data from other areas of capabilities in this
article, we can confirm that in the other areas mentioned, the
opposite effect often occurs: many categories of spontaneous
information which stand out in the overall sample (where
motivated information is integrated) for the importance given to
them by agents (questionnaire participants) disappear when we
ask about said categories specifically.

Since the behaviour of categories in the area of “adaptive
capabilities” has now been summarized, and in order to go more
in-depth into the whole process of the original investigation, we’re
going to have a closer look at one of the new capabilities which, in
this case, is present in the contributions of the different agents and
which shows itself to be one of those most often referred to.

To describe the presence of said category, we present a table
specifying the contribution of each of these agents (Table 1). This
information is useful for seeing how much each group refers to
these aspects based on the number of references and their
distribution among the cases. This last indicator is especially
relevant when speaking of participants in the scholarships and
coordinators of the programme, given that the “cases” enable us to
observe the extent of the overlap among those who make up a
group. In short, what is required is to show who refers to said
category and how frequently.
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Source: prepared by the authors.
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Given that the NVIVO 10 programme enables us to maintain the
textual references listed in this category, we will now provide some
examples in which this category is present. It should be noted here
that we are speaking of results from the overall sample, keeping in
mind that we are no longer establishing comparisons between
agents based on spontaneous benefits:

A11 (Participant in the scholarship belonging to LLP). Motivated
reference: “Getting on in another country with a different culture
has helped me a great deal. Making a life for myself, learning other
languages. Judging from my experiences of interviews, time spent
abroad is valued extremely highly."
Representatives of Spanish universities in RE magazine:
“working as a team, speaking other languages, taking on
responsibilities, moving nationally and internationally and being
prepared to face unfamiliar environments."
Representatives of participating companies in RE magazine:
“autonomy and multidisciplinary skills; a familiarity with
teamwork and with working in an international environment;
people skills; knowledge of new cultures and exposure to different
outlooks on social living."

With regards the criteria followed when selecting information
about this specific category, it should be specified that we’re
talking about references in which the provider of the text showed
explicitly that he or she was referring to skills or benefits valued in
career and/or professional development; or references which, due
to the context of the question (in the case of questionnaires) or the
passages in which they were made (in the case of texts), were
understood to be referring to this career/professional environ-
ment. Following on from here, if we look at the presence of said
category, it can be concluded that this is a capability with a high

number of references and a wide distribution among agents and
participants. From this it can be interpreted that there exists a
general view, among the agents involved and the different cases
that make up the groups, that the Erasmus experience greatly
promotes the acquisition of professional skills which are valued in
today’s job market.

Aside from analysing the appearance of this capability, and
given that it represents one of the categories with the most general
statements (to which very different expressions and meanings are
attributed), Fig. 6 displays a summary of these meanings. In order
to draw it up, the literal definition of the expression has been
respected in the majority of cases (as it was expressed by the
person or entity in question).

The interesting thing about this category resides in the fact
that the majority of contributions are related directly to Senian
capabilities. As can be observed, many of the concepts and ideas
represent extensions of the possibilities for choice of
the individuals themselves, as well as freedoms in areas of
decision, self-management, communication, people skills, and
environments for individuals to develop their own lives and so on.
In short, this is a category which helps give us a clear
understanding of how the studied agents perceive the influence
of the Erasmus experience as regards the acquisition of capabilities
in the form of individual freedoms (from the area of adaptive
capabilities).

Furthermore, if we bear in mind that all these expressions are
associated directly with the Erasmus experience, we can say that a
surprising number of benefits appear which transcend the
responsibilities and objectives stated in the regulatory documen-
tation of the programme.
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European educa tion systems 

Increases  the opportunit ies for  integrati on in the labour market (improves employabili ty)

Contributes to the adjustment betwee n the initi al educa tion  and the nee ds 
of human ca pit al in the labour market

Promotes the development of adapti ve ca pabiliti es

Promotes personal growth and evolution

Contributes to person al growth

Contributes to the development of ca pabilities  of auton omy and independence

Contributes to the development of ca pabil ities of mobili ty

OFFICIAL BODIES
(Universiti es and EU instit utions)

COMPANIES
INVO LVED

Contributes to the development of 
capabilities  of covering basic needs 

PARTICIPANTS IN THE
SCHOLARSHIPS

Promotes the development of li fe projects

PARTICIPAN TS IN THE
SCHO LARSHIPS

OFFICIAL BODIES
(Universities and EU institutions)

COMPANIES
INVO LVED

Promotes the ac quisition of professional skill s

Fig. 5. Spontaneous contribution of the different agencies to the categories of the area of “adaptive capabilities”.
Source: prepared by the authors.
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4. Final conclusions. The capacitating power of Erasmus for
human development

As anticipated, evidence of a great capacitating power
associated with the Erasmus programme has been found. It can
be stated that there is a widespread perception shared by a variety
of agents that this programme promotes the development of
capabilities as regards adaptation of participants to different
environments, the development of skills suited to the labour
market, the increase in opportunities for employment and a
broadening in the range of options for life projects. Evidence has
been found that this experience increases opportunities and
choices, thus increasing much-valued freedoms for participants on
their paths to developing their lives. In essence, it contributes to
individual empowerment by increasing the freedoms of each
participant (especially in relation to the possibilities for adaptation
to an environment and to an expansion in the diversity of potential
environments).

This leads us to consider that, taking into account the evolution
of the Erasmus programme, its growth and its scope in terms of ties
of cooperation; it could become a strategic platform for the
promotion of human development. In the same way as this
network is being used to drive the European Higher Education Area
and put this education to the service of the knowledge economy,14

Table 1
Origin of the references of the category: “Promotes the acquisition of professional skills”.15

LLP: Lifelong Learning Programme RE: Recruiting Erasmus (magazine).

Category Agents and distribution of references.

Promotes the acquisition of professional skills
Belongs to: “Professional development (skills)"

Participants in scholarships. Socrates II Cases: 9 (90%)
References: 14

LLP Cases: 5 (50%)
References: 8

Promoting bodies Universities Coordinators Cases: 9 (90%)
References: 15

Websites References: 0
RE Articles References: 9

EU institutions Websites References: 0
RE Articles References: 0

Companies RE promoting company References: 3
Companies involved References: 28

LLP: Lifelong Learning Programme RE: Recruiting Erasmus (magazine).Source: prepared by the authors.

Promotes the ac quisition 
of professional 
competencies

Use of ICT 
(technological 
competencies) Interconnectivity

Auton omy

Capac ity to 
mee t new 
challenges

Tolerance

Skil ls related to 
adaptation to 

other 
environments and 

countries 

Social s kill s

Capacit y for 
adaptati ng to 

changes

Eff iciency

Capacit y for 
integration in 

multidisciplinary 
teams 

Responsibili ty

Capacity for 
adapti ng to 

multicultural 
environments 

Proac tiveness

Empathy

Mind-
opening

Improvement in 
communica tive 
competence  in a 

language

Self-
management

Negoti ation

People s kill s

Entrepreneurship

Bett er 
resource 

management

Teamwork

Caree r 
mobilit y

Self-sufficiency 
in unfamili ar 
environments

Prob lem 
resolution

Capacity for 
change

Initi ative

Capacit y for interac tion 
wit h people fr om 

different environments

Independence

Mastery of other 
languages

Uncertainty 
management

Personal 
maturit y

Capac ity to 
lea rn 

Multidisciplinary 
skill s

Respect

Courage
Flexibilit y

Fig. 6. Concepts and expressions based on the category: “Promotes the acquisition of professional skills.”.
Source: prepared by the authors.

14 A concept which has been introduced following the conclusions of the European
Council in Lisbon in March 2000, in which the goal for 2010 was centred on
transforming the European brand into the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world.
15 In the process of constructing the theoretical model presented in the previous
sections, it was decided to include the term skills as a concept of greater specificity,
integrated, therefore, within one of the areas of capabilities. But it should be made
clear that said term is valued here in terms of capabilities, like many others which
have been adhered to. The “skills” here are abilities which are germane to the work
and professional environment required at this time by the context, and which are
therefore relevant to the expansion of capabilities of a person who lives in said
environment and who wishes to pursue a career within it.
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we believe it could be a highly suitable platform for working
towards human development and empowering people. This would
imply certain modifications, such as incorporating objectives
geared towards the development of capabilities, or the integration
of evaluative indicators which are related to capabilities develop-
ment. In conclusion, one could say that this is a very effective
initiative–one that seems to be achieving many of its objectives
and which, it should be recognized by this study, seems to be
contributing greatly to human development without having being
planned explicitly in such terms.

Another aspect of these conclusions is related to the limitations
revealed by the study. It’s worth bearing in mind that in the case in
question, rather than dealing with empirical evidence contrasted
in quantitative sample parameters, we examine the perceptions of
the different agents involved and a qualitative sample which
sacrifices scope in favour of going deeper into the subjectivities of
individuals. It should therefore be made clear that in many cases it
cannot be conclusively confirmed that the programme causes the
given effects. However, these results bring an overview of relevant
aspects from the perspective of human development (in this case,
regarding “adaptive capabilities”). Furthermore, the results are
based on research experience developed from the foundations of
the capabilities approach itself (in terms of purpose and form) and
thereby contribute to the development of the approach in the area
of educational research.

Another conclusion reached is that the results provide
extensive information about how the Erasmus experience and
its effects are conceived by participants, promoting agents,
managers and other implicated parties. Thus, these results
contribute to the growth in knowledge about the Erasmus
programme itself and the part it plays in the environment in
which it operates. This enables us to interpret how official
perspectives, and the benefits of the programme as presented by
promoting bodies, often focus on certain aspects while forgetting
about others which are, nonetheless, greatly valued by the
participants and direct observers, and which have great signifi-
cance from the point of view of human development.

Finally, this study provides a significant source of information
which facilitates, in accordance with the idea of a good information
base (Sen, 1999a), participation in the public debate which should
exist regarding investment in educational initiatives for citizens
who contribute to the development of their countries with their
taxes. With the targeted information, we are also providing a
structured overview which assists in an analysis of the Erasmus
phenomenon in its role as a capacitator of citizens and this, in turn,
promotes better powers of judgement regarding the aforemen-
tioned theme. The study increases our freedoms in the sense that it
increases our capacity to understand, express opinions about,
make proposals regarding, or criticize the Erasmus initiative
(Watene, 2013; Nussbaum, 2015).
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